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GmbH. All product and company names are trademarks of their respective owners.
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MISSION STATEMENT

Sample Logic’s mission is to design cutting edge tools for composers, producers, sound designers, musicians
and performers of all musical styles and genres. This is why they are continually developing new concepts for
sample libraries that focus on blurring the line between music and sound design™. As a company, Sample
Logic continually strives to build a bridge to the future by exploring unique and undiscovered sonic possibilities
with their sample libraries, while providing new and useful tools for the composer’s toolbox.

END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT

By purchasing a copy of any Sample Logic product, purchaser acknowledges that they have read and
understand the Sample Logic End User License Agreement (EULA) and agree to be bound by its terms and
conditions.

License

All of the sounds included in Sample Logic products are created and owned by Sample Logic LLC. By
purchasing a copy of Sample Logic products, the original purchaser/registered owner is granted a single user
lifetime license for two (2) computer authorizations.* Therefore, licensee is authorized to freely use the
enclosed sounds for any commercial purpose provided the following conditions are met:
(1) Product licenses are non-transferable. Sample Logic LLC strictly forbids the resale, relicensing, or any other
distribution of any Sample Logic product, samples, scripts and software.
(2) Licensee may not assign, transfer, lease, rent, resell, share, or upload/download to or from any database
server any part of the product, scripts, samples and software.
(3) This license expressly forbids any inclusion of content contained within any Sample Logic product into any
other virtual instrument or library of any kind. This includes, but not limited to, re-sampling, mixing,
processing, isolating, or embedding into software or hardware for the purpose of re-recording or
reproduction as part of any free or commercial sample library, sound effects catalog, software, or virtual
instrument.

Rights

The product and accompanying documentation, is protected by copyright laws and international copyright
treaties. Sample Logic retains full ownership and copyrights of all recorded sounds, scripting, graphics, logos,
themes, titles, names, technologies, musical performances, and documentation included in this product. Any
unauthorized use, distribution or reproduction of the product is prohibited and shall constitute a violation of law
and will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.

Returns/Refunds

All Sample Logic products are sold “as is” with no warranty, or refund privileges. If a product is proven
defective, the end user must contact Sample Logic LLC within 30 days after the time of purchase with defective
claim to receive replacement. No money will be refunded, however a new copy of the product will be sent to
replace any defective product. Download, ISP, or installation problems, do not constitute a defective product,
nor general tech support issues, such as, but not limited to CPU/Disk handling, hard drive speeds, and
networks. Sample Logic LLC maintains no responsibility for material that does not properly translate to formats
not originally programmed in, offered in, intended for, or systems that do not meet the minimum published
system requirements. In addition, technical issues relating to Native Instruments Kontakt, Native Access, or
Service Center do not meet defective requirements and should be directed to Native Instruments Support.

Term

This license agreement is effective from the moment the product is installed. The license will be terminated if
any of the terms and conditions of this EULA are broken and license will be revoked. Upon termination licensee
agrees to destroy all copies and contents of the product and will remain accountable to all terms and
copyrights stated in this EULA. Sample Logic retains the right to seek restitution for any and all damages
incurred by violations of the EULA at the expense of licensee.
*To purchase additional licenses, contact orders@samplelogic.com.
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INTRODUCTION
— What is MAP? —
THE NEXT STEP IN BEAT MAKING IS HERE
SAMPLE LOGIC is proud to introduce the world’s most modern drum machine: Modern Animated Percussion. MAP
redefines everything you know about percussion and rhythms. Built for the full Kontakt sample player, MAP contains over
6,000 sounds and instrument presets. The intuitive design and programming of every preset delivers infinite options for
sound sculpting. Packed with creative presets, the effortless user interface makes it easy to conjure rhythmic timbres and
tones.

BLURRING THE LINE BETWEEN PERCUSSION & RHYTHM
MAP gives you the production quality of a polished audio loop alongside the dynamic flexibility of a drum machine.
Change any aspect of the sound with infinite sonic results. How is this possible? The secret is in the infrastructure; even
though each preset might sound like a perfectly produced rhythmic audio loop, it is much more, as there are no loops in
this product. In the driver’s seat is a supercharged MIDI based drum machine, triggering samples with the elasticity of an
arpeggiator.

— Crafting The Sound —
FROM SAMPLE TO RHYTHM
Equipped with over 4,000 unique percussive audio samples and nearly 2,000 presets, MAP has been meticulously
programmed around Sample Logic’s proprietary 4-core engine. Each instrument preset contains 4 sound cores, each
powered by an independent drum machine running in tandem to trigger 4 different sounds at once. This generates
perfectly produced and polished loop-like results, but with far more flexibility than simple sampled audio loops. The 4-core
engine allows you to change any aspect of any sound at any time, maximizing creativity. Each core has two main
components: a Step Animator (MIDI step pattern engine) and a dynamic FX engine. These engines are intelligently
designed for dynamic control and customization, with a visual language that’s easy to understand and tweak. Fire up all 4
cores by playing middle C on your MIDI controller - the Step Animator does the rest. For single core playback, use keys
D,E,F, or G which will trigger on different clocks. Use this to deconstruct each multi-core preset and make custom
playback layers in creative ways.

SOURCE SOUNDS
Sample Logic and Soundiron have teamed up to deliver a vast collection of percussive hit samples. From world
percussion to EDM kits, the creative team truly set out to cover the entire map of percussive sounds. We scoured the
globe to sample everything from massive impacts & cinematic transitions to traditionally sampled toms & hand
percussion… and everything in between. MAP truly delivers the most diverse collection of percussive sources assembled
into one virtual instrument.

STEPS TO CRAFTING YOUR SOUND
MAP is designed with infinite creativity in mind. The beauty behind this beast is the multitude of ways to use and perform
with it. The instrument is laid out into several main sections: The dynamic Preset Browser, the Step Animator engine, the
Dynamic FX engine, the Mixer, Master Effects… and of course our famous Randomize section. Whether a deadline
mandates you to live only in the preset browser, or have time to build your own 4-core masterpiece, we’ve provided the
map for you to go in any direction you wish.

— The User Interface —
DYNAMIC PRESET BROWSER
Dial in the sound you want with ease. A lot of development has been placed on the ergonomics of MAP’s all-in-one
dynamic preset browser which allows you to source different attributes of any preset. This includes multi-core presets,
core presets, source presets, step pattern presets and FX pattern presets. Access any attribute from multiple interface
buttons and jump from one core to the next, or from one instrument preset to another. Each preset browser uses intuitive
tags to guide you to the sound you’re looking for. Once you find the perfect sound, you’ll never lose it, as the Favorite
Preset options allows for easy recall of your top sounds - even after closing and reopening the instrument. Preset
navigation doesn’t end there: Mix and match attributes from any preset using the preset filter section to load just a source,
effects rack, or step pattern of any core or multi-core preset.
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STEP ANIMATOR ENGINE
The motion behind each core is the Step Animator, bringing to life MAP’s 4,000 sound sources, breathing life into each
and every step of a sequenced rhythm. What is a step animator? The Step Animator is what happens when the world’s
most advanced arpeggiator and drum machine get together and make a baby. One key note triggers an entire sequenced
multi-step/bar rhythm, just like an audio loop, yet programmed like a drum machine. Load any pattern preset, or create
and adapt your own. Each step in the Step Animator has its own independent controls, animating up to 128 steps by note
length, velocity, midi transpose, stutter, stutter rate, pan and duration. So much custom control at your fingertips and all
independently adjustable on a per-step basis! Too much motion? Deactivate any or all Step Animator sequences and
trigger MAP as a one-shot sample playback engine.

DYNAMIC FX ENGINE
The more customization the better. Take your beats on a journey by adding up to 6 insert effects in each core, then
activate the FX Animators to modulate parameters of each effect over time. This delivers even more sonic motion to
animate the sound. The dynamic effects engine adds character and shape to the percussive animations. MAP offers 23
unique effects bringing the best of Kontakt right to the user interface.

MIXER AND MASTERING
To top it all off, once you’ve selected your sources, step animated them with a pattern, and dialed in some funky
modulating effects, it's time to start putting the final touches on your multi-cores using the Mixer and Master FX sections.
Mixer allows you to adjust each core’s volume and panning, as well as envelope shaping, filtering and EQ. In addition, the
Mixer is equipped with our proprietary Energy knob which boosts the edge and power of each sound core. The Master
section adds the icing on the cake, employing a dynamic FX chain where all 4 cores are summed together. Add up to 6
dynamic insert FX to master the final mix. Use global reverb, delays, phasing, flanging, compression and much more.

ROLL THE DICE WITH RANDOM
With all these dynamic features at your fingertips, why not roll the dice and let our intelligent randomization engine do the
work for you? Take a road trip! Las Vegas here we come! Randomize practically any element of the sound. This is truly
the fastest way to dial in something completely unique. Simply click the Random button and achieve sonic gold!

MAP AT A GLANCE
•
•
•
•
•
•

One of a kind collaboration between Sample Logic and Soundiron
6,000+ hand crafted sounds & instrument presets
3,800+ samples weighing at 5+GB (samples are delivered at 44.1kHz / 24-bit)
Dynamic “all-in-one” tag-based preset browsing system all within the UI
Proprietary 4-core Step Animator & Hot-swappable dynamic FX engine
Entirely “randomizable” performance engine for instant and infinite inspiration

INSTRUMENTS CATEGORIES
Acoustic - Organic

Hands

Plastic

Africa

Harmonic

Plucked

Asia

Hybrid

Reverberant

Bass

Impact

Reversed

Beatbox

India

Scrapes - Swipes

Bells

Industrial

Shakers

Big

Kicks

Short

Bright

Latin

Snares

Cinematic

Lite

Sticks

Cymbals

Long - Sustained

Sweeping

Deep - Low End

Mallets

Taikos

Distorted - Edgy

Marching Drums

Timpani

Drum Set

Metallic

Toms

Electronic - Effectual

Noisy - LoFi

Transitions

Gamelan

Orchestral

Vocal

Glass

Panoramic

Waterphone

Glitch - Stutter

Piano

Wooden

Gong

Pitched - Tonal

World
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MAP includes 6,000 sounds and presets and a 5.13 GB sample library (over 13,800 audio samples) using Kontakt’s
lossless sample storage compression. All samples are delivered at 44.1kHz/24-bit.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
•
•
•
•

Full retail version of Kontakt, version 5.8.1 or higher. Will not work in the free Kontakt Player!
Mac OS X 10.11, i5, 4 GB RAM (6 GB recommended)
Windows 7, 8, 10, Intel Core i5 or equivalent CPU, 4 GB RAM (6 GB recommended)
5.13 GB free disk space for MAP sample content

COMPATIBILITY (Mac 64-bit only; Windows 32/64-bit)
•
•
•
•

Stand-alone
VST
(AU) Audio Units
AAX

Kontakt is continuously being updated. For the latest system compatibilities visit the Native Instruments website.
https://www.native-instruments.com
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QUICKSTART GUIDE

MAP is a powerful tool for all types of percussive music creation expressed via an intuitive interface designed for the full
paid version of Kontakt 5.8.1 or higher. In as little as 5 seconds, you can take advantage of the instrument’s dynamic 4core sound engine, running up to 4 unique audio sources simultaneously. Use this quickstart guide as a general overview
and to get up and running immediately.
Why Only One Instrument?
MAP is housed entirely within a single Kontakt instrument (.nki). Everything you’ll need is included in the user interface. All
presets will be loaded and saved from within the MAP internal browser.

!
Definitions
With MAP you can load sounds 3 different ways, as – Sources, Cores or Instruments.
SOURCE – A sound source (sample) is a single audio sound that is independent of a specific preset. It is the most basic
unit of sound in MAP, serving as the building block for core and instrument presets.
CORE – A sound core is a fully produced standalone single sound preset. There are 4 sound cores found within MAP.
Each sound core hosts sequencing parameters and a number of powerful effects that act only on the source played back
from within the specific core.
INSTRUMENT – An instrument is made up multiple sound cores (multi cores). In addition, instrument presets include
master level mixing and mastering effect parameters, which act on the mix (sum) of all of 4 sound cores.
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Loading Instrument Presets
With the all inclusive browser technology, selecting from hundreds of instrument presets is simple. An instrument preset
recalls settings for all sound cores, including all of their associated core effects, master effects, and all mixer settings.
To load an instrument preset, click the preset name in the Instrument Preset panel, or to quickly browse presets, click the
left/right arrows on the left side of the instrument preset panel as seen below: To reload the current preset, if you have
made changes, click the Init icon (paper) on the left of the save icon.

!
Now select any number of categories from the TAGS column and then click a preset name from the PRESET column.

!
To save custom instrument presets, use the Save icon (choosing any save destination you like) and then load them using
the Load icon.
Hot Tip: To keep your custom presets organized and easy to find, a good save destination is the Instruments folder. The
format will be a .NKA, which must be loaded via the user interface. You can also save presets as .NKI files by using
Kontakt’s “save as…” function, if you so desire. We recommend using the internal preset save/load feature.
Playback could not be more simple, fire up all 4 cores by playing middle C on your MIDI controller - the Step Animator
does the rest. For single core playback, use keys D,E,F, or G which will trigger on different clocks. Use this to deconstruct
each multi-core preset and make custom playback layers in creative ways (see below).
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Loading Sound Core Presets
Quickly create custom instrument presets by loading sound core presets into each sound core using the sound core
browser. Sound core presets only affect a single sound core, and do not load settings for any of the master effects.
To load a preset, click the sound core preset name in the Home Screen, or to quickly browse presets, click the left/right
arrows to the left of the sound core preset name as seen below:

!
Then select a sound core category or categories (TAGS) and preset name (PRESET) from the browser that will appear.

!

!

To the right of the PRESET column is a FILTER section with 4 filters - SOURCE, STEP ANIMATOR, FX and FAVORITES.

!
Filters affect how the browser loads presets. For SOURCE, STEP ANIMATOR and EFFECTS, when activated (checked
blue), selecting a preset from the browser will only load the attribute designated by the selected filter. In the example
above, the SOURCE (sample) will be the only attribute loaded when clicking a preset. When deactivated, the entire preset
loads. The FAVORITES filter, limits the browser to display only presets that have been earmarked as favorites by clicking
the heart icon next to a preset name.
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Loading Sound Sources
Sources can be loaded into any one of the 4 sound cores using the same protocol as with instrument and core presets.

!
Click the preset name and then select a preset from the browser as shown below. You can also use the left/right arrows to
cycle through sources incrementally.

!
Hot Tip: While in the source browser audition sources during playback using your midi keyboard controller. Press C2 or
D2 to browse up and down the source preset list (see below).

MAP 1
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Using Randomizer Functions
Multi instruments, cores and sources may be auto loaded via a randomizer, which can also randomize nearly every
parameter of a preset. Click the 3 dots to the left of the RANDOM button to choose the parameters you wish to randomize
and then click the RANDOM button to generate a random result.

!

!
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MAP IN DEPTH

!
How MAP is organized:
MAP utilizes an intelligent tagging system designed to expedite preset navigation and custom preset building. With the
inclusion of hundreds of instrument presets, sound cores, and sound sources; we have intuitively named and tagged each
preset by genre specific sub-categories that are accessed through the integrated browsers. Instruments, sound cores and
sound sources all utilize the same browsing system and categories. Using the MAP browsing system will allow you to filter
through, audition and find presets within each sub-category based on the characteristics, mood and style they evoke. With
the simplicity and convenience of the browser you can stay in one view while searching for sounds. Our system is
designed to help you with organization and finding the sound you are looking for, but by no means should presets be
limited by their title or category. Please keep in mind that all presets are named and tagged based on what our
programmers felt appropriate. See the tags below.
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To understand the organization and browsing system, we’ll start with a full Instrument and work our way to a single
source. From the Home Screen you can load a multi core instrument preset right from the middle of the user interface.
The instrument panel will always remain present no matter what view you are in. Choose and filter presets directly in the
browser that appears when you click the instrument panel, or arrow left and right to a different preset without interfacing
with the browser.

!
As discussed, instrument presets are made up of 4 cores which each have a dedicated preset browser. Clicking on a Core
Preset chooser will bring a specific core browser window into view, as seen above - BROWSER CORE 1 PRESET. You
may also focus on the sound source by clicking on the Source chooser in the same fashion. When you click on the
desired sound engine, the browser will update to list the available presets for that engine.

!

!

To make things even easier, we have instituted a favorites feature within the browser so you may quickly find and
remember your favorite instrument, core, source, step animator presets. This will allow you to filter your favorites by subcategory too. Simply click the heart icon next to any preset and it will be stored in your favorites. Click the favorites filter
button to display only your favorites in the browser.

!
When auditioning and mixing cores and or building multi core instruments, click the solo button (S icon) or bypass button
(power icon next to the core number) to isolate core playback.
Hot Tip: Use the use keys D,E,F, or G to isolate playback to a specific core. To swap out sources on the fly while viewing
the source browser, press C2 or D2 to browse up and down the source preset list (see below).
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USER INTERFACE & CONTROLS
MAP consists of a single Home Screen and 3 main views — FX, MIX, MASTER — each with several dynamic windows.

Home Screen

!
A – Sound Core – Self-contained sample engine that plays a single sound source with independent controls, effects, and
animations.
B – FX Tab – Click to access a core’s effect inserts (see pg. 20).
C – Mixer & Master View Tabs – Click the view tab you wish to the associated windows and parameters.
D – Step Animator – A midi driven step playback engine. One key note triggers a sequenced multi-step/bar rhythmic
pattern, just like an audio loop, yet programmed like a drum machine (see pg. 17)
E – Instrument Preset Browse Arrows – Quickly audition instrument presets by clicking the arrows.
F – Instrument Preset chooser – Access instrument presets by clicking the preset name to open the browser.
G – Init Button – Click to instantly reload the current preset, if you have made changes.
H – Save/Load Instrument – Click the disk icon (save) or the folder icon (load) to save/load custom Instrument presets.
I – Random Settings Button – Pre-select what parameters re armed for randomization.
J – Randomizer – Applies random settings to all parameters of the interface, when armed for randomization (see pg.12).
K – Latch Mode Toggle – When activated, playback remains continuous when a key is pressed then released, as if the
keys are being held down. Press the same MIDI key again to stop playback.
L – Information Panel – Displays the value of the currently selected control (see below).

!
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Home Screen Sound Core Overview

!
A – Sound Core
B – Sound Core Preset & Browse Arrows – Click the sound core name to choose a sound core from the sound core
browser. Quickly change Instrument presets by clicking the arrows on the left side of the preset chooser.
C – Sound Source Preset & Browse Arrows – Click the sound source name to choose a sound source from the sound
source browser. Quickly change sources by clicking the arrows on the left side of the source chooser.
D – Core Activation Button – Activate/Deactivate a sound core.
E – Step Animator toggle – Click to access the step animator view for the specific core you are viewing.
F – FX Animator toggle – Click to access the Dynamic FX view for the specific core you are viewing.
G – Solo Button – Click to solo the specific core you are viewing.
H – Core Volume Slider – Drag the slider to adjust the output going of the specific core you are viewing.
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Home Screen Step Animator Multi Core View

!
A – Step Animator – In the Home Screen, each core’s step animator is displayed as an overview with basic controls.
B – Step Animator Activator – Activate or Deactivate a core’s step animator.
C – Number of steps – Determines the number of steps displayed and that will be played back.
D – Duplicate steps – Click to duplicate an exact copy of the current animator steps and settings.
E – Step Page List – When a sequence of more than 16 steps has been programmed, page numbers will appear here.
F – Step – Click a step to activate or deactivate it for playback. A solid square = ON
G – Step Velocity – Control the velocity (volume) of each step. Click and drag the vertical sliders to adjust.
H – All Steps ON/OFF – Quickly activate or deactivate all steps for playback.
I – Velocity Preset – Select a step velocity pattern from here. Click the preset chooser to open the menu (see below).

!
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Step Animator Single Core View

!
A – Sound Core Preset & Browse Arrows – Click a sound core chooser to select a core from the browser. Quickly
change core presets by clicking the arrows on the right side of the preset chooser menu.
B – Sound Source Preset & Browse Arrows – Click the sound source chooser to select a source from the browser.
Quickly change sources by clicking the arrows on the right side of the preset chooser menu.
C – Volume Slider – Control sound core output gain.
D – Step Animator Preset – Choose a step animator pattern from here. Click the chooser to open the browser. Quickly
change animator presets by clicking the arrows on the right side of the preset chooser menu.
E – Speed – Controls playback speed. X 1/2 (half the host BPM, X 1 (the host BPM), or X 2 (double the host BPM).
F – Direction – Choose a playback mode: forward, backward, forward/backward, limited count – Sets the sound count
from 1 – 4 sound cycles when the pattern playback mode is set to limited count.
G – Length Presets – Set all steps to any subdivision of the beat (also known as resolution).
H – Length Values – Set the length value of each individual step based on the subdivision of the beat.
I – Transpose Presets – Set all steps to any transposition value in semitones relative to the fundamental sample source.
J – Transpose Values – Adjust the pitch of each step independently by semitones.
K – Duration Reset – Clears all duration animation.
L – Duration Slider – Adjusts the source playback release time on a per step basis by dragging the sliders up or down.
Up is longer, down is shorter duration.
M – Stutter ON/OFF – Set Stutter on all steps to ON or OFF.
N – Step Stutter – Click a step to engage or disengage stutter for the specific step.
O – Stutter Speed Preset – Set all steps to a specific stutter speed based on the subdivision of the beat.
P – Stutter Values – Sets the speed of the stutter for the specific step based on the subdivision of the beat.
Q – Pan Reset – Clears all pan animation.
R – Pan Slider – Controls the position of the selected step within the stereo (L/R) field.
S – Random Velocity – Humanizes the velocity by randomizing it over a predetermined range.
T – In/Out – Determines how velocity is interpreted by the instrument. IN = user performance dictates midi input velocity,
which is then passed through the Step Animator's velocity processor. OUT = the Step Animator's velocity processor
dictates midi velocity as determined by the pre-programmed step velocity sequence. The pattern plays exactly the same
way every time, not influenced by user performance.
U – Velocity Intensity knob – Determines how much influence step velocity has over the cores playback volume.
V – Quantize button – Rounds off the length of a sequence by adding steps, if it is not a complete whole number of bars.
W – Step Sequence Value Display – Displays how many bars the animator steps add up to.
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X – Latch Mode Toggle – When Latch mode is activated, playback remains continuous when a key is pressed then
released, as if the keys are being held down. Press the same MIDI key again to stop playback.
Y – Copy/Paste – Copy or Paste the current step animator parameters (see below).
Z – FX Tab – Click to jump to and from FX view.
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Dynamic FX Window

!
Each sound core contains a handful of Dynamic FX, which are hot swappable for total customization.
A – Dynamic FX Chain Preset – Use the chooser menu to select a Dynamic FX Chain preset (all 6 effect slots). Use the
left/right arrows for quick loading presets. All effects are applied on a per step basis.
B – Expand Effect Rack – Click to open the effect rack window to access effect parameter controls.
C – Insert Effect – Indicates the current effect inserted into the core FX Chain. Use the chooser menu to change effects
by selecting from 23 studio-quality effects for each of the 6 insert effect racks.
D – FX Animator Activator – Activate or deactivate the FX Animator engine.
E – Insert Effect Activator – Activate or deactivate an effect. Hot Tip: Command click switch to activate all effects.
F – Steps – Controls how many total steps can be activated for each engine cycle.
G – Speed – Controls the step playback speed (resolution) as a subdivision of the beat set by the host tempo.
H – FX Animator Step Preset – Use the chooser menu or arrows to select 1 of 20 step patterns.
I – FX Step – Indicates when an effect is active for a particular step. Solid square = ON.
J – Animation Icon – Indicates that the FX animator (parameter automation) is active for an effect.
K – Selected Core – Indicates which core FX engine is currently selected and in view.
L – Core Overview – A minimized overview of the core that is currently selected and in view.
M – Step Animator Tab – Click tab to expand the core Step Animator view.
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Dynamic FX Rack View

!
A – Dynamic FX Rack – This is where you access and edit dynamic effect parameters.
B – Effect Parameter Knobs – Each effect will have a set of parameter controls located in the rack view.
C – Animated Parameter – A grey knob indicates that it is currently controlled by animation.
D – Parameter Animation Activator – Click to activate or deactivate the parameter animation.
E – Parameter Animation values – Click and drag the vertical sliders to draw custom values for the animated parameter
of an effect on a per step basis (tall bar = higher value, short bar = lower value).
F – Parameter Animation Preset – Use the chooser menu or arrows to select animation presets.
G – Clear – Click to clear an animation sequence (trashcan icon).
H – Close – Click to exit effect rack view.
I – Effect Preset – Some effects come with parameter presets which are accessed here (see below).

!
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MIX View

!

!

A – Pan – Controls the sound core’s output spatial positioning in the stereo (L/R) field.
B – Attack & Release – Control the attack (fade in) and release (fade out) of core playback every time it is triggered.
C – Hi Cut & Resonance Filter – Removes high frequency content from the sound with the ability to add resonant peaks.
D – Velocity to Hi Cut – Regulates how much control velocity has over the filter cutoff frequency.
E – EQ knob – Controls dry/wet amount of an EQ insert effect that is applied only to the specific sound core. This EQ is
independent of the Dynamic FX and Master FX. Click the chooser to access EQ presets.
F – Energy – A powerful combination of compression, saturation and distortion for affecting a specific sound core.
G – Core Output – Reassign each core’s output to individual outputs within Kontakt’s internal mixer for additional insert
effects and core mixing flexibility. This is also useful for routing core output to and independently in your DAW or to
different physical outputs. Kontakt’s mixer view is accessible from Kontakt’s view menu at the top of its user interface.

!
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Master View

!
A – Master FX Chain – A suite of studio-quality mastering effects that apply to all 4 sound core outputs.
B – Effect Rack View – Each effect will have a set of parameter controls located in the rack view.
C – FX Chain Presets – Select from fully configurable combinations of studio insert effects for the master mix.
D – Insert Effect Activator – Activate or deactivate each insert effect.
E – Effect Rack View expander – Click on the arrow icon to view an effect's parameter controls in the rack view.
F – Hot Swapping Effects – Click the chooser menu to select 1 of 23 insert effects (see below).
- DAFT LP – a resonant low-pass filter
- DAFT HP – a resonant hi-pass filter
- FORMANT – a resonant filter with adjustable harmonics used to adjust the formant of a sound
- VOWEL – another resonant filter with adjustable harmonics. Can be used to create talking effects
- EQ – a standard 3 band parametric equalizer
- COMP. – a studio-grade compressor to capture transients or add dynamic motion
- SATURATOR – a light distortion effect to add harmonic thickness to the sound
- TAPE SAT. – a more distorted saturator that models tape distortion and includes a low-pass filter
- SKREAMER – a versatile distortion effect
- LO-FI – a digital effect to reduce bitrate and sample rate, or add noise
- CABINET – an amp simulator with 11 cabinet models and full EQ control
- TWANG – an amp simulator
- ROTATOR – a rotating speaker simulator
- STE. MOD. – a psychoacoustic stereo field widener
- DELAY – a stereo digital delay effect
- CHORUS – a digital chorus effect
- FLANGER – a digital flanger effect
- PHASER – a digital phaser effect
- REVERB – a stereo reverb effect
- TRANS – a dynamics processor affecting the attack and release for generating transient emphasis
- SIMPLE L/H – low and high pass filters
- LIMITER – a standard digital limiter for attenuating output
G – Effect Preset – Select an effect preset from the chooser menu (not available for every effect).
H – Effect Knobs – Effect parameter controls.
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TIPS & TRICKS
•
•
•
•
•
•

There are many sonic possibilities buried deep within MAP waiting to be discovered, but if you are just starting out or
in a hurry, we suggest trying out the instrument presets for a true taste of MAP.
Right-click on the Master FX knobs and assign a MIDI controller such as the mod wheel to control effects in real time.
Consider reducing delay and release effect times when possible. This will also help reduce Kontakt’s voice count
(polyphony) resulting in reduced CPU/DISK load.
Consider reducing delay and release effect times when possible. This will also help reduce Kontakt’s voice count
(polyphony) resulting in reduced CPU/DISK load.
Save your favorite settings as Instrument Presets, or save them as NKI files directly into the MAP instruments folder.
Save CPU power by turning off unnecessary or inactive sound cores.

TROUBLESHOOTING
If something doesn't seem to work correctly, there must be a logical reason for it. Native Instruments software is tested on
a variety of computers and configurations to ensure proper function. Having said that, there are an infinite number of
possible computer setups and within them any number of compatibility issues, software conflicts, hardware problems, and
so on.
Performance issues - If your CPU becomes bogged down during playback causing audio popping, glitches, or dropouts,
try the following suggestions:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If the Kontakt engine breaks, press the panic button to in the upper right corner of Kontakt next to the NI logo. It is
identified by an exclamation point “!”.
If using Kontakt in standalone mode, the audio latency should be set as low as your computer can handle without
causing errors.
Set the Kontakt CPU overload protection to “relaxed” or “medium” etc., and/or set the appropriate multiprocessor
settings from the Engine settings tab under Kontakt’s Options menu.
Adjust the latency slider under Audio settings tab from Kontakt’s Options menu.
If you have more than 2GB of RAM, experiment with the KMS – Kontakt Memory Server settings from the Memory
tab under Kontakt’s Options menu.
If the Kontakt engine breaks, press the panic button to in the upper right corner of Kontakt next to the NI logo. It is
identified by an exclamation point “!”.
If using Kontakt in standalone mode, the audio latency should be set as low as your computer can handle without
causing errors.
Shorten the delay and reverb effect times on each sound core to improve performance.
If an instrument is taking a long time to load when launching the .nki, try re-saving the NKI.

Product won’t load in the Kontakt Library Browser – MAP will only work in the full paid version of Kontakt (sold
separately) and will only load from the root folder directory on your computer or from Kontakt’s file browser.
For unresolved issues, including authorization and installation troubleshooting, visit support page at
www.samplelogic.com/support, or send us an e-mail at: support@samplelogic.com
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